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Abstract

To date, the detection of hate speech is still primarily carried out by humans, yet there is great potential for combining human expertise with automated approaches. However, identified challenges include low levels of agreement between humans and machines due to the algorithms’ missing expertise of, e.g., cultural, and social structures. In this work, a design science approach is used to derive design knowledge and develop an artifact, through which humans are integrated in the process of detecting and evaluating hate speech. For this purpose, explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is utilized: the artifact will provide explanatory information, why the deep learning model predicted whether a text contains hate. Results show that the instantiated design knowledge in form of a dashboard is perceived as valuable and that XAI features increase the perception of the artifact’s usefulness, ease of use, trustworthiness as well as the intention to use it.

1. Introduction

Today, a large part of human communication takes place in the digital sphere, for instance via social media [1-2], and so does hate speech, which can be harmful for individuals and society as a whole [3]. Ullmann and Tomalin [4], for instance, describe that “[…] offensive posts are only subsequently removed if the complaints are upheld, therefore, they still cause the recipients psychological harm.” (p. 1).

Today, automatic hate speech detection is often based on machine learning approaches [1]. However, while, deep learning models achieve a high performance, they also show a low degree of transparency (“black box”) due to the complex and self-learning algorithms, which leads to a “trade-off” between performance and explainability [5-7].

In this regard, methods of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) were developed to make black box approaches explainable, without sacrificing performance [6]. XAI methods allow to generate explanations that can be interpreted by humans without detailed knowledge of the underlying deep learning model [8]. I suggest that XAI features have also versatile potentials in the context of deep learning-based hate speech detection. In this regard, the interaction between the human and hate speech detection system becomes more relevant, which is also the focus in the research field of interactive machine learning [9]. Li et al. [9], for example, showed that human-selected training samples can lead to higher performance faster than randomly selected samples. Moreover, explainability can lead to more trust and comprehensibility for users [5].

While social media users often moderate topical groups they have created, they are usually not supported by any tool to handle the task to identify hate speech in ongoing discussions and to react accordingly [2]. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to answer the following research question: How does a dashboard of a system for automated hate speech detection needs to be designed to support non-professionals to moderate social media groups? Non-professional in that context means that they are not employed or paid to moderate a social media group.

In this study, the design science research (DSR) approach by Peffers et al. [10] is followed. Based on two design cycles, a dashboard for social media users is build that integrates an algorithm for hate speech detection based on the Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULMFiT), a state-of-the-art deep learning approach [13], which was fine-tuned on a publicly available hate speech dataset with 3,947 samples. The first version of the dashboard interface was derived from insights of the knowledge base and was qualitatively evaluated with 15 participants. In the second design cycle the user feedback was operationalized and the added value of XAI features was tested in an experiment with 200 users. Hence, the contribution of this study lies in the introduction of derived, refined and evaluated design knowledge.

This paper is structured as follows: First the research design is described. This is followed by the problem identification and motivation, succeeded by the section on objectives and design. Afterwards, the design...
principles are developed and demonstrated (design cycle 1 and 2), followed by the evaluation of the final design and experimental test of the relevance of XAI features. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusion.

2. Research design

2.1. Design science research framework

For this study, a DSR approach was applied and the process steps of Peffers et al. [10] adapted. The objective is to obtain new design knowledge for a class of IT artifacts [11] which also can be utilized by future DSR and information systems (IS) research as input knowledge [12]. The overarching objective is hence to provide an innovative solution to a real-world problem [12] and produce a contribution to the knowledge base [11]. The applied DSR process is illustrated in figure 1.

The sequential process followed here, consists of five activities [10]: (i) problem identification and motivation; (ii) definition of objectives and design; (iii) development and demonstration (iv) evaluation; and (v) conclusion and communication.

Figure 1. Design science process (based on [10]).

The first design cycle was initiated with a literature review to identify the problem, motivate the project, and provide the knowledge base. In this knowledge base, generic design requirements (DRs) were identified and adapted for this DSR project [31]. The objectives are represented by the adapted DRs. To address these requirements, a set of design principles was defined, which provided guidance for the design of the dashboard. These design principles (DPs) were then translated into specific design features (DFs), which were subsequently addressed in a prototypical dashboard. The resulting initial design from the first design cycle was qualitatively evaluated through semi-structured interviews [40]. The participants (N = 15) were provided with the dashboard, for which feedback regarding the design was collected. The first interview participants were recruited in the university environment and through snowball sampling, further interview participants were recommended and identified [40]. The decisive criterion was the experience as a moderator of a social platform, whereby the size or orientation of the platform was not decisive.

The second design cycle started by operationalizing the gained knowledge of the evaluation of the first design cycle. Consequently, the refinement of the DPs and DFs was conducted. In the next step, the refined design knowledge was also updated within the prototypical dashboard. This updated dashboard was then evaluated quantitatively. For this purpose, the constructs perceived usefulness [33-34], perceived ease of use [33-34], trustworthiness [35] and intention to use [36] were used. Additionally, the role of explainability was investigated by evaluating the dashboard with XAI features and without XAI features. The participants (N = 200) were recruited via MTurk (Amazon Mechanical Turk) and separated into two groups (N\text{Group1} = 100; N\text{Group2} = 100). To assure that participants did not take part in both groups, unique user IDs were filtered.

2.2. Technical setting

The prototypical dashboard was implemented using Adobe XD, which is a vector-based graphics software for the design of graphical user interfaces for web and mobile apps. The generated examples of hate speech classifications are generated based on ULMFiT [13], a state-of-the-art natural language processing (NLP) model. ULMFiT was chosen as it represents a transfer learning method that can be utilized for various NLP tasks and is able to match the performance of other pretrained models while using less data [13]. This model was implemented with Python and fine-tuned, with the provided AWD-LSTM language model, on a public hate speech dataset that was listed in the work of MacAvaney et al. [2]. Two classes (binary classification) are differentiated in this data set [41] which was part of a Kaggle competition: hate speech (1,049 samples) and no hate speech (2,898 samples). Here, only the provided train data was utilized, as the labels are necessary to evaluate the performance. Eventually, the data was split into 80% for fine-tuning and 20% for the test. Metrics were generated with scikit-learn.

3. Problem identification and motivation

3.1. Dangers of hate speech

Davidson et al. [14] define hate speech as “[…]” language that is used to express hatred towards a
targeted group or intended to be derogatory, to humiliate, or to insult the members of the group” (p. 1), which represents the working definition for this study. Such content is found to be significantly harmful for individuals and societies as a whole [4]. Hence, there is the need of support through tools that allow for the detection or prevention of hateful content [3]. The consequences of encounters with hateful content is also considered as a threat to national and international security [15]. Major social platforms such as Facebook or Twitter have evaluated hate speech as harmful and therefore implemented general policies to remove such content from the platforms [2]. The German federal government, for example, has introduced the Act to Improve Enforcement of the Law in Social Networks (Network Enforcement Act) in 2017, which sets out fine-enforced compliance rules for the operators of social platforms and includes the topic of hate speech. However, policies or compliance rules are difficult to enforce, if hate speech cannot be detected efficiently.

3.2. Challenges and approaches for automated hate speech detection

Automated hate speech detection is gaining importance as social media content is continuously growing and likewise the spread of hate speech [16]. However, even leading providers of social platforms do not use automated hate speech detection: Udanor and Anyanwu [19] mention how providers such as Twitter or Facebook do not yet apply automated hate speech detection, rather the monitoring is usually done by humans based on posts which have been flagged as potential hate speech by users. Due to the growing amount of content on social platforms, the automated detection of hate speech is a topic that has high potentials for research and practice.

Sahi et al. [20] have investigated the automatic detection of hate towards women on Twitter. There exist further studies, which focus on a specific problem, e.g., detecting abusive language [21] or the risks of racial biases in hate speech detection [22]. To automatically detect hate speech, different approaches are used. Machine learning approaches such as Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Random Forests or Support Vector Machines are often applied [1; 23]. There are also deep learning approaches, which are increasingly used because of a higher level of performance, such as Convolutional Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks or Long Short-Term Memory [24]. Schmidt and Wiegand [16] have further summarized the features that are being commonly used for hate speech detection, for example, sentiment analysis, word generalization, lexical resources, linguistic features, or multimodal information. However, despite the versatile research in the context of hate speech, there still exist numerous challenges. For instance, Schmidt and Wiegand [16] have identified the need for a benchmark dataset for hate speech detection with a concrete definition of a task. Moreover, Fortuna and Nunes [3] state that classification of hate speech can be more difficult for automatic approaches than for humans [17]. Also, these tasks require expertise in cultural or social structures, why automatic hate speech detection approaches must dynamically adapt to the ever-changing language in social platforms and networks [18]. Hence, it can be said that there are various methods and techniques to approach the problem of automatic hate speech detection and corresponding challenges. The novelty of this work lies in the combination of the deep learning-based hate speech detection with XAI and a dashboard that provides explanations to support moderators of social platforms.

3.3. Deep learning algorithms as black boxes

Deep learning approaches are complex and therefore difficult to comprehend. The criticism of the black box character relates, for example, to the complex task of parameter tuning and the lack of understanding regarding the problem-solving process [25]. In this regard, the research field of XAI develops methods and techniques to improve the transparency and explainability of such approaches [5]. XAI has already been applied in different contexts such as health sector [26] or applications in the context of recommender systems [27]. The reasons and motivations for the use of XAI can be described as, for example, explain to justify, control, improve, discover, verify, or manage as well as to comply to legislation [5, 28].

In the context of XAI and the generated explanations, Miller [29] describes how other research fields such as philosophy, psychology and cognitive science are relevant when it comes to how humans select, understand and present explanations. Thereby, XAI can be described as an interdisciplinary research field. Cheng et al. [30] have investigated explanation interfaces for explaining decision-making algorithms. Thus, XAI and explanation interfaces or dashboards are already the focus of different research streams.

Different approaches exist that aim to explain black box approaches and their outcomes. These XAI methods can be divided into different categories. The existing XAI methods vary in terms of their output and hence usefulness from a developers’ or users’ perspective. Some methods provide “examples” to explain, others provide “model internals” [5]. Some provide information regarding data features that supported the model’s prediction, some provide opposing data features, including “counterfactuals”, and again others
provide both [5; 8]. Some methods are model-agnostic, others are model-specific [5-6].

4. Objectives and design

4.1. Adaptation of design requirements

This DSR project aims to contribute theoretically grounded and evaluated design knowledge for dashboards in the application context of decision support for automated hate speech detection. The design knowledge is directed at non-professionals who moderate social platforms and aims to support them in their activity to detect hateful and thus potential harmful content and react accordingly (e.g. delete a post).

To reach this goal, generic design requirements of Meth et al. [31] were adapted. The authors introduced DRs for decision support systems (DSS), which address various human decision makers’ goals and are described as important features of any DSS: (i) increase decision quality by providing advice with high advice quality; (ii) reduce human decision maker’s cognitive effort by providing decision support; and (iii) minimize system restrictiveness by allowing users to control the strategy selection [31]. In the following the adapted DRs will be described: (DR1) Increase the automated decision support for non-professional social media moderators (SMMs): The dashboard should support the moderator in detecting hateful content. To facilitate trust in the machine learning-based system, the dashboard should offer explanations for the given classifications of hate speech. (DR2) Minimize cognitive efforts for SMMs required to understand and validate the automated decision support: The dashboard should provide key reasons for the outcome. (DR3) Support SMMs with additional information about the author of potential hate speech: The dashboard should support the moderator with additional contextual information about the user (potential author of hate speech) and his behavior. (DR4) Retention of the power to make decisions for the SMM: The dashboard should decrease the system restrictiveness and leave the decision-making power with the moderator by offering appropriate actions that could be taken [31].

4.2. Definition of design principles and features

In the following, the DPs are derived that address specific DRs. Afterwards DFs are developed that address specific DPs and represent features of the artifact. (DP1) Provide the system with capabilities to explain the present classification. By implementing XAI techniques to explain automated hate speech detection the users’ trust in the system can be improved [5]. Additionally, the improved explainability can lead to a greater support for the work with such systems [6]. Regarding decision support, explainability can also lead to enhanced fairness [32]. To increase the explainability of the system, different techniques and visualizations can be utilized and combined [5-7]. (DP2) Provide the system with capabilities to provide the key reasons for the outcome and information on the author of potential hate speech. While DP1 provides a more general and global explanation, DP2 focuses on specific features and information. To provide the key reasons, i.e. most relevant words for hate speech classification, XAI techniques can be utilized such as feature permutation or feature importance [5-8]. Additionally, the system should provide information regarding the user such as the analysis and evaluation of historical posts. Both elements aim to minimize the cognitive efforts for the SMM by providing relevant reasons that can be validated and through additional information on the user, the behavior can be better assessed. (DP3) Provide the system with the capabilities to support the initiation of appropriate actions. The final decision-making authority should lie with the SMM. Therefore, appropriate actions should be provided that can be initiated based on the present hate speech case. Additionally, if SMMs detect false classifications, they should be able to correct and re-classify them. This enables an interactive learning process for the underlying system [9] and the explainable system provides support [6-7; 32]. These are the three derived DPs that address specific DRs. Within the next phase, the derivation of the DFs follows.

(DF1) Utilize XAI techniques to explain the automated hate speech detection. As many deep learning and state-of-the-art models are opaque and often used as black box, additional techniques and methods are required to explain the outcomes [5-7; 32]. There are various XAI techniques that can be utilized. In this project the provided module of ULMFiT was used to obtain the explanations [39]. (DF2) Provide the confidence for the present classification. The probability of the classification will be represented as the confidence of the AI system which is also an eponymous goal of XAI [32]. This is represented by the probability value of the classification in percentage. (DF3) Utilize feature importance to obtain the most relevant features for a specific outcome. Through feature importance techniques, the most relevant features for a specific outcome or classification, e.g. words, can be obtained [5; 8]. Based on these relevant reasons, the moderator can validate the impact of these words. (DF4) Utilize data analytics and visualization techniques to provide additional information on a user. By visualizing data, the understanding can be improved [6-7]. To reduce the cognitive effort, visualization
techniques will be utilized to provide the moderator with additional information on the behavior of the user in the past. (DF5) **Provide capacity to initiate actions.** To retain the power to make decisions with the moderator, appropriate actions must be offered. Here, SMMs should be provided by easy to use dashboard elements that initiate actions such as checkboxes, e.g. to delete hateful posts. (DF6) **Allowing the re-classification of cases.** By allowing the SMM to re-classify present cases, e.g. in case of false outcomes, an interactive machine learning loop can be utilized to extend the training data for hate speech detection by human-selected examples which can improve the performance [9]. (DF7) **Provide the possibility to contact affected user.** Additionally, a possibility should be provided for the moderator, to contact the author of potential hate speech. Figure 2 provides an overview of the derived, refined and evaluated design and illustrates their relations. The next section describes the two design cycles and the evolvement of the design knowledge.

5. Development and demonstration

5.1. Design cycle one

Within the **first design cycle**, ULMFiT was implemented and fine-tuned on the hate speech dataset. The fine-tuned ULMFiT model reached following performances for both classes. **Hate speech:** precision: 93.93%; recall: 73.63%; f1-score: 82.55%. **No hate speech:** precision: 96.11%; recall: 95.37%; f1-score: 95.74%. For fine-tuning I followed the recommended steps in the ULMFiT documentation [38]. Additionally, the ULMFiT module for interpretation was utilized to generate the explanations [39]. The explanations and visualizations for the artifact were processed manually and graphically.

The initial prototypical dashboard was implemented and addresses the initial design knowledge (i.e. DFs). The objective was to design the dashboard for layman and support them in the moderation of social platforms (e.g. groups in social media) by identifying hateful content, providing explanations and initiate appropriate actions. Through the capability of re-classifying examples, a dataset for the optimization of the underlying algorithm can be curated and utilized to further improve the performance. This is also one of the concerns within interactive machine learning [9]. The demonstration will showcase how the artifact can solve the identified and described problem [10]. Figure 3 represents the initial design.

The evaluation of the first prototype aims to receive feedback for optimization [10]. This feedback was collected through a qualitative evaluation with 15 participants. After the presentation of the designed dashboard, the participants were asked what they liked about the dashboard and what could be improved. The collected feedback has shown a positive sentiment regarding the design.
Participants stated that the dashboard has a “clean design and it looks good” (I1), it is “an excellent way of identifying and deleting the hateful contents” (I3) or that “the dashboard is intuitive and easy to use” (I7). When asked how to improve the presented design some participants stated that the dashboard elements are “smashed together” (I3), it needs more “interactivity to adjust the presented information and visualization” (I11) or the information on the user and its presentation are “too bright, colorful and overwhelming” (I14). In addition, the participants stated that the combination of the “different visualizations are difficult to grasp at first glance” (I8) and it was perceived as “static” (I9).

In summary, the evaluation of the first design cycle showed that the participants had a positive perception of the dashboard. However, it was also possible to identify additional impulses, which allowed the design knowledge to be refined. This serves as input for the second design cycle.

5.2. Design cycle two

The second design cycle started by operationalizing the gained knowledge from the first design cycle and adapting the DPs and DFs to address the feedback and evaluation results. Within this design cycle, the machine learning model of the implementation remained unchanged. However, the design of the dashboard was revised based on the new insights. During the revision of the design the DF1 was refined and the probability was added to represent the confidence. The XAI method used should also explain the classification using an example. Since the dashboard from the evaluation of the first design cycle was described as “too bright, colorful and overwhelming” the implementation of DF3 was adjusted and fewer visualizations are integrated. Additionally, the confidence is no longer depicted as a bar chart, rather it is a confidence score. The DF7 (providing the SMM with a text field to send direct messages to the author of potential hate speech) was also introduced based on the evaluation of the first design cycle, since users described this feature as desirable. By integrating more buttons and signaling possibilities of adjustments, the demanded interactivity is addressed, and the individual elements were rearranged to enhance the clearness and comprehensibility.

The following figure 4 illustrates the refined implementation of the DF1 and DF2, which address DP1: Provide capability to explain. DF1 is implemented by providing a clear outcome of the classification, DF2 presenting the analyzed post and the probability represented through a confidence interval. DF3 addresses the DP2: Provide capability to generate key reasons and user information. The highlighted words represent the key reasons for the classification and through their coloring their relevance is indicated. Such visualizations can also be generated by utilizing feature importance or feature permutation approaches [5; 8].

![Figure 4. Addressing DP1 and DP2.](image)

The following figure 5, represents the implementation of DF4, which addresses the DP2: Provide capability to generate key reasons and user information. Additional information about the user are presented through data visualization. This information supports the SMM to get a better understanding on the communication history as well as actions taken against the user in the past. Consequently, the SMM is supported in getting a comprehensive picture of the user and his behavior.

![Figure 5. Addressing DP2.](image)

The following figure 5, represents the implementation of DF4, which addresses the DP2: Provide capability to generate key reasons and user information. Additional information about the user are presented through data visualization. This information supports the SMM to get a better understanding on the communication history as well as actions taken against the user in the past. Consequently, the SMM is supported in getting a comprehensive picture of the user and his behavior.
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The DP3: Provide capability to initiate actions, is addressed by DF5, DF6 and DF7 and is depicted in figure 6. DF5 is implemented by providing checkboxes through which SMMs can easily initiate actions based on the present hate speech case. DF6 is implemented by providing a dashboard element that enables the reclassification of the given text. This could trigger an iterative process in the background to collect data for automated hate speech detection and improve the performance of the deep learning approach [9]. Additionally, the DF7 is provided so that the moderator can send a direct message to the author of potential hate speech.
In the following two versions of the dashboard for the evaluation are presented. As shown in the problem identification and motivation, there is a lack of empirical knowledge on the relevance of XAI features. Hence, in addition to establishing design knowledge, this study aims to provide such empirical knowledge. Therefore, the following section describes the final evaluation with two groups: one group will be presented the final dashboard with XAI features (figure 7), and a second group will be presented the same dashboard but without XAI features (figure 8).

Figure 6. Addressing DP3.

Figure 7. Dashboard with all DFs.

Figure 8. Dashboard with DF4, DF5, DF6, DF7.
6. Evaluation of final design and test for
the relevance of explainability

The evaluation of the second design cycle was
conducted online. Group 1 (no XAI features) was
presented the dashboard as shown in figure 8, group 2
was presented the dashboard as shown in figure 7 (with
XAI features). A Likert scale ranging from 1 (I
completely disagree) to 5 (I completely agree) was used
to evaluate the constructs perceived usefulness (e.g.,
“The AI-based dashboard is useful for detecting hateful
content.”; [33-34]), perceived ease of use (e.g., The AI-
based dashboard for hate speech detection is easy to
use.”; [33-34]), trustworthiness (e.g., “The AI-
based dashboard can be trusted to carry out hate speech
detection faithfully.”; [35]), and intention to use (e.g.,
“If available, I intend to use the AI-based dashboard for
hate speech detection as a moderator on social platforms
in the next six months.”; [36]). The participants were
recruited through MTurk. 100 users in the first group
(no XAI features) and 100 in the second group (with
XAI features) participated. Table 1 summarizes
descriptive data on the participants.

Table 1. Descriptive data on the participants of the
second design cycle (N_{Group1} = 100; N_{Group2} = 100).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic/Question</th>
<th>Group 1 (no XAI)</th>
<th>Group 2 (with XAI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 – 29</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 – 39</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 49</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 59</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 59</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever moderated a social platform or group on social platforms (e.g. social networks)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever encountered hateful content on social platforms?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main objective was to evaluate the final design
and assess the impact of explainability features.
Therefore, following hypotheses were derived. Figure 9
represents the research model.

**H1**: Providing a dashboard with explainability
features leads to users having increased:

a) perceived usefulness;
b) ease of use;
c) trustworthiness;
d) intention to use,

when compared to a dashboard without
explainability features.

The hypotheses were tested by examining
differences in the mean values of the two groups. Both
groups were compared to each other using Mann-
Whitney U tests [42]. Hence, hypothesis H1 was tested
by comparing group 1 (no XAI) with group 2 (with
XAI). Two-tailed tests were used for the comparison.
Table 2 provides an overview of the results. Here, the p-
values, Pearson correlation coefficient r (in brackets)
[43] as well as an indication if the hypothesis is
supported or not supported is provided. Results for H1a
indicate that explainability features have a significant
and positive effect on the perceived usefulness, ease of
use, trustworthiness, and intention to use. Hence, all
four hypotheses were supported. The explainability
feature has the strongest correlation with intention to
use, followed by perceived usefulness, trustworthiness,
and ease of use. Table 3 presents the mean and standard
deviation for both groups.

Table 2. Results of hypotheses tests (PU = Perceived
usefulness, EOU = Ease of use, TRU = Trustworthiness, ITU = Intention to use, Supp. = Supported).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>PU</th>
<th>EOU</th>
<th>TRU</th>
<th>ITU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1a, b, c, d</td>
<td>0.0005 (0.5129)</td>
<td>0.0001 (0.0174)</td>
<td>0.0004 (0.2420)</td>
<td>0.0011 (0.6659)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of experiment (PU = Perceived
usefulness, EOU = Ease of use, TRU = Trustworthiness, ITU = Intention to use, M = Mean,
SD = Standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Group 1 (no XAI)</th>
<th>Group 2 (with XAI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOU</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Discussion and conclusion

In this DSR project, design knowledge and an instantiation of according design principles via a deep learning-based dashboard that supports SMMs was introduced. During the development and implementation of the system, many of the challenges and problems described in scientific literature were encountered, e.g. the identification of benchmark dataset for hate speech detection or the relatively small size of the datasets [2]. By integrating XAI techniques such as the ULMFiT interpretation module [39], individual predictions can be explained. Along with additional information the SMM can interpret the model’s prediction, help improving the data quality, and generate trust towards the model [25]. Additionally, objectives such as the personalization of explanations could be integrated and examined [44]. The proposed design can be utilized as input knowledge for future DSR or IS research projects. SMMs can validate hate speech detection by the deep learning-based system and make the final decision as to whether it has correctly classified the text or not. By saving these new texts and their corresponding class (e.g. hate speech or no hate speech), the datasets evolve and grow. In doing so, the human beings’ knowledge of cultural and social structures can be integrated [17] and the dataset is constantly updated, which also includes the dynamic development of the language [18]. With additional examples from the explainable dashboard, in the long run, there is also the potential that the performance of the AI-system can be increased [9], which leads to a more accurate hate speech detection.

The focus of this study was the design of the dashboard interface, and hence the frontend design. This resulted in the circumstance, that the prototype was not based on interactive machine learning architectures. However, the used examples were generated through a real ULMFiT implementation to demonstrate the technical feasibility. Additionally, such artifacts can be utilized in behavioral science projects to conduct experiments such as the here investigated perceived usefulness, ease of use, trustworthiness, and intention to use.

As the content in social media is rapidly growing, practice and science has shown a high demand for automated hate speech detection [2-3]. In the context of such growing online content and hence data volumes, data-driven solutions are being increasingly applied [37]. In this regard, deep learning plays an important role and can lead to major breakthroughs in the field of hate speech detection. At the same time, state-of-the-art AI approaches represent black boxes [6-7; 32]. The here established design principles address this problem as well as other before mentioned challenges regarding the automation of hate speech detection and hence, contribute to solving several challenges identified in this area. Future work could focus, for instance, on the development of an artifact for a longitudinal field study in practice, which could generate valuable insights on how the design is perceived in a real-world setting.
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